MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 31
Series of 1993

TO: ALL LICENSED AGENCIES DEPLOYING OCWs TO LIBYA

Further to previous Memorandum Circulars on the conditions for the deployment of Filipino OCWs to Libya, to wit: MC 33/35/38 and 69, series of 1992, all agencies concerned are required to disseminate to their workers the following information:

1. There is a need to bring emergency money to cope with initial problems such as delay in salaries.

2. In case of immigration problems or OCWs get stranded for over 24 hours in Malta which serves as transit point to Libya, they may seek the assistance of our Honorary Consul JOE SCIOLUNA at the following:

   Honorary Philippine Consulate
   155 Strait Street, Valletta, Malta
   Tel. Nos. 492206 (office)
   441617 (residence)
   or at 6 Vallet Road, Malta (business office)

Agencies concerned are reminded to take the necessary precautions to avoid OCWs from getting stranded in Malta. They are required to insure food and accommodation arrangements for the OCWs in case of anticipated/untoward delay in the trip from Malta to Libya.

For compliance.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
FELICIANO O. JOSON
Administrator

09 July 1993